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Raw Materials Trader 
North       £-Attractive 

 
A new and exciting role is available for a Raw Materials Trader! As part of a small, fast-
growing company, you will establish and run the trading function. The trading function is 
responsible for sourcing and negotiating plastic waste grades to meet the operational 
needs, sourcing, and trading waste material plus responsibility for EA waste exports. 
Some of your responsibilities will be but not limited to; Sole responsibility for the 
procurement and negotiation of plastic waste grades to meet the operations processing 
monthly budget; Responsible for contracting of waste with suppliers and negotiation to 
achieve company traded budget; Responsible for trading waste materials which includes 
sourcing waste materials and establishing a customer; Responsible for delivering 
monthly traded margin as stated in the company budget; Grading and assessing waste 
material; Responsible for EA waste export compliance on waste material contract; 
Onboarding of new suppliers and account management of existing suppliers; Must 
ensure all purchases are correctly priced and to the right specification; Effectively 
negotiate the efficient procurement of commodities and services; Maintain accurate 
stock inventory; Assist with resolving any customer or suppliers issues; Administrative 
duties; Update, improve and implement EA data management system and ensure 
continual improvement in day to day operations; Expedite procurement / open orders; 
Support and adhere to company accreditations, policies and standards. In order to be 
considered for this role you will have; 2+ years’ experience in waste export protocols and 
procedures; 2+ years’ experience in commercial contract negotiations; 2+ years industry 
experience of grading and assessing waste material; UK driving license; Own vehicle; 2+ 
experience of commercial contract negotiations.

 
For full details, please email a copy of your CV to rebecca@Candovergreen.com 

quoting job ref: RB2739 

 

 

 


